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As the previous work on hcp metals has shown that the PKA’s direction does not significantly affect the cascade process for $E_{\text{PKA}}$ values above a few hundred eV, except for directions within a few degrees of an open channel in the structure [1], our model should be adequate for the distance effect of the ED and the initial PKAs that move towards the ED line.

To further verify that our model works regardless of the PKA’s direction when the initial PKA moves towards the ED line, we choose other two different directions of PKAs, as shown in Fig.S2. In either one, four simulations with D=2, 4, 6 nm are carried out. Notice that we use the time step of 0.01 fs for 1 ps at the beginning stage of the 5 keV collision cascade and the time step 1 fs for 100 ps at the relaxation stage to get a higher precise result. Other settings are the same as in the manuscript. Same as we expected, the four characteristic phenomena have also been observed, as shown in the figures S3-S10 below.

From the above, our model is sufficient to reveal the distance effect on the interactions between the ED and the PKAs that move towards the ED line.
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1 The scatter diagram of the remained and loaded Vacs and SIAs
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Figure S1. The scatter diagram of the remained and loaded Vacs and SIAs as a function of the distance between the ED and the initial PKAs, corresponding to the Fig.2 in our manuscript.

2.1 The choice of other two directions of the PKAs

![Schematic diagram](image2.png)

Figure S2. The schematic diagram of different directions of PKAs. Four simulations for each distance (D=2, 4, 6 nm) have been carried out.
2.2 Observation of the four characteristic phenomena.

For direction 1:

Figure S3. Temporal evolution of the situation A: few absorptions for SIAs or no interaction.

Figure S4. Temporal evolution of the situation B: formation of a large vacancy cluster.
Figure S5. Temporal evolution of the situation C: defects’ sink effect.

Figure S6. Temporal evolution of the situation D: sub-cascade area affection.
For direction 2:

Figure S7. Temporal evolution of the situation A: few absorptions for SIAs or no interaction.

Figure S8. Temporal evolution of the situation B: formation of a large vacancy cluster.
Figure S9. Temporal evolution of the situation C: defects’ sink effect.

Figure S10. Temporal evolution of the situation D: sub-cascade area affection.